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BASIC REPRESENTATIONS OF QUANTUM CURRENT ALGEBRAS IN
HIGHER GENUS
B. ENRIQUEZ, S. PAKULIAK, AND V. RUBTSOV
To the memory of Joseph Donin
Abstract. We construct level 1 basic representations of the quantized current algebras
associated to higher genus algebraic curves using one free field. We also clarify the relation
between the elliptic current algebras of the papers [EF] and [JKOS].
1. Introduction
The recent decade has been a period of interest to different quantizations of current alge-
bras associated with algebraic curves. Special attention was paid to elliptic quantum current
algebras. The first paper where their main ingredients were introduced is probably [L95]. The
screening currents of a scaling elliptic algebra appear there for the first time. The algebra of
screening currents was later studied in [KLP99, LeKP].
The first relation between elliptic algebras and quasi-Hopf algebras ([D90]) appeared in the
papers [HGQG, F97]. In the first paper, elliptic algebras are expressed using total currents, in
the framework of Drinfeld’s comultiplication. It became later clear that applications to inte-
grable models require the introduction of half-currents and Gauss coordinates of L-operators.
The first paper which used the formalism of L-operators in the context of elliptic current alge-
bras was [FIJKMY], but the quasi-Hopf nature of these algebras was not observed there.
The paper [EF] used the quasi-Hopf constructions of [HGQG, ER99] and introduced a decom-
position of total currents into half-currents, which were identified with the Gauss coordinates
of L-operators (in analogy with [DF]), and the resulting current algebra was written in terms
of L-operators and identified with the central extension of Felder’s elliptic quantum group
Eτ,η(ŝl2).
Precise relations between some elliptic current algebras in the quasi-Hopf framework (starting
directly from the L-operator formulation) were obtained in the papers [ABRR97, JKOS97].
The corresponding algebras also satisfy the dynamical Yang-Baxter equations; in this case, the
dynamical shift not only affects the dynamical variable by an element of the Cartan algebra
like in the usual L-operator formalism, but it also changes the elliptic modulus by a central
element. Such deformations, leading to shifts in the moduli of curves, are known only in the
case of genus one (elliptic curves).
This paper is a new contribution to the study of quantum current algebras associated with
algebraic curves. Namely, we construct level 1 basic representations for these algebras using one
free field. This is the analogue of the Frenkel-Jing construction [FJ] (see Frenkel-Kac [FK] in the
classical case). Recall that zero-level representations of these algebras were studied in [HGQG].
The next step of our program is the construction of a bundle of level 1 vertex operators, a
natural connection on this bundle and an analogue of the qKZB discrete connection. We hope
to return to these questions elsewhere.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the general construction of the
papers [HGQG, ER99] of quantum current algebras on algebraic curves. We recall the main
ingredients of this construction: the Green function and the function q(z, w), and we give
some examples is low genus. The next section is devoted to the main result of the paper: the
construction of level one basic representations of the quantum current algebra associated with
sl2 and arbitrary algebraic curves. This construction resembles the approach developed in the
papers [Kh, KLP96]. The last section contains a comparison of the total currents decomposition
into half-currents in the elliptic quantum group Eτ,η(ŝl2) and in the algebra Uq,p(ŝl2) of the
paper [JKOS]. (As Jimbo explained to us, the decomposition in [EF] was a starting point for
the paper [JKOS], in which the algebras have the advantage of being graded.) We present some
arguments that these algebras are elliptic generalizations of two presentations of the centrally
extended Yangian double given in the paper [KLP99]. In the conclusion, we discuss several
open problems.
2. Green kernels and the function q(z, w). Description and examples.
2.1. Notations and conventions. Let Σ be a smooth connected complex compact curve and
ω be a nonzero meromorphic differential on Σ. Let Sω ⊂ Σ denote the set of poles and zeros of ω.
If Ks denotes the local field at the point s ∈ Sω and K := ⊕s∈SωKs, then the ring R of functions
regular outside Sω can be viewed as a subring in K. We also choose a subspace Λ in K which
is a Lagrangian complement to R with respect to the bilinear form 〈f, g〉K =
∑
s∈Sω
ress(fgω),
commensurable to ⊕s∈SωO∫ (O∫ is the local ring at s). Finally, we define a derivation ∂ of K
by ∂f = dfω .
We will adopt here the following notations from our earlier works: ~ is a formal vari-
able, q = e~. The operator e~∂ is an automorphism of K[[~]] preserving R[[~]]. We will
choose a local coordinate zs on Σ at s ∈ Sω and we will set V ((z)) =
∏
s∈Sω
V [[zs]][z
−1
s ]
for any vector space V ; this is a completion in V ⊗ K. The ring C[[̥,w]][̥−1,w−1] =∏
(∼,≈)∈Sω×Sω
C[[̥∼,w≈]][̥−1∼ ,w
−1
≈ ] is a completion of K ⊗K.
We will denote by f → f (21) the permutation of factors in C[[̥,w]][̥−1,w−1]. If f =∑
k f
′
k⊗ f
′′
k ∈ R⊗R, we set f(z, w) =
∑
k f
′
k(z)f
′′
k (w), a complex function in (Σ\Sω)× (Σ\Sω).
In this case f (21)(z, w) = f(w, z). For any f ∈ K we will always denote by (f)R (resp., (f)Λ) the
projections of f on R parallel to Λ (resp., on Λ parallel to R). Finally, we will choose ri, i ≥ 0
and λi, i ≥ 0 two dual bases of R and Λ. The following notation for the group commutator will
be used below:
(a, b) := aba−1b−1
2.2. Green kernels. Let us define theGreen kernel byG(z, w) =
∑
i≥0 r
i(z)λi(w) ∈ C((̥))((w)).
We summarize its main properties:
Theorem 2.1. (see [ER99])
((∂ ⊗ id)G)(z, w) = −G(z, w)2 + γ, (1)
where γ ∈ R⊗2.
Let φ, ψ be the elements of ~R⊗2[[~]] satisfying the differential equations
∂~ψ = (∂ ⊗ id)ψ − 1− γψ
2, ∂~φ = (∂ ⊗ id)φ − γψ. (2)
Then ψ = −~+ o(~), φ = (1/2)~2γ + o(~2). Then the following identity takes place:∑
i∈N
e~∂ − 1
∂
λi(z)r
i(w) = −(φ(~) + log(1 −G(21)ψ(~)))(z, w). (3)
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The element
∑
i≥0 r
i ⊗ ( e
~∂−e−~∂
∂ λi)R belongs to S
2(R)[[~]]. Let us fix an element τ in
R⊗2[[~]] such that
~
(
τ + τ (21)
)
+
∑
i≥0
ri ⊗
(
e~∂ − e−~∂
∂
λi
)
R
= 0. (4)
We define δ(z, w) =
∑
i ǫ
i(z)ǫi(w), where (ǫ
i) and (ǫi) are dual bases for K for 〈 , 〉K. Then
δ(z, w) = (G + G(21))(z, w). We have (∂ ⊗ id+ id⊗∂)(δ(z, w)) = 0. One can view the Green
kernel as the collection of expansions in w at the vicinity of s ∈ Sω of a rational function on
Σ×Σ antisymmetric in z and w, regular except the poles where z(w) = s for some s ∈ Sω and
with a simple pole on diagonal.
2.3. The function q(z, w). Let us define a function q(z, w) ∈ C((w))((z))[[~]] by the formula:
q(z, w) = exp
(∑
i
(
e~∂ − e−~∂
∂
λi
)
⊗ ri
)
exp(~τ)(z, w). (5)
Let us denote by C[(Σ \ Sω)2 \ diag] the ring of regular functions on (Σ \ Sω)2 \ diagonal.
Theorem 2.1 implies that q(z, w) is the expansion, for z close to Sω, of an element q˜(z, w) ∈
C[(Σ \ Sω)2 \ diag][[~]], of the form 1 +O(~) and such that q˜(z, w)q˜(w, z) = 1.
We will also use another property of q(z, w). Assume that card(Sω) = 1, then there exists
a series i(z, w) ∈ C[[z, w]][z−1, w−1][[~]] of the form 1 + O(~), such that q(z, w) = i(z, w)(z −
q∂w)/(q∂z − w); we have i(z, w)i(w, z) = 1.
2.4. Examples of the function q.
2.4.1. g = 0, ω = dz. Assume Σ = CP 1, ω = dz, Sω = {∞}. The local coordinate is z∞ = z−1.
We have R = C[[̥]] and take as a complement Λ = z−1C[[z−1]]. Then the Green kernel G(z, w)
is given by the expansion of 1z−w for z ≪ w and the function q(z, w, ~) =
z−w+~
z−w−~ for w ≪ z.
Remark 1. This example is a particular (N = 1) case of the following more general construction
(see [ER-MS]): assume Σ = CP 1, ω = zN−1dz, Sω = {∞}.
If N is odd and we take N = 2n+1 then R = z−n−1C[z−1] and Λ = z−nC[[z]]. The dual bases
are ri = z−n−i−1 and λi = z
i−n for i ≥ 0. Then the Green kernel G =
∑
i≥0 z
−n−i−1⊗ zi−n =
(zw)−n
z−w expands at w = 0.
2.4.2. g = 0, ω = dzz . Assume Σ = CP
1, ω = dzz , Sω = {0,∞}. We pose Λ = {(λ0;λ∞) ∈
C[[z]] × C[[z−1]]|λ0(0) + λ∞(∞) = 0}. Dual bases for R and for Λ are {ri = zi}, i ∈ Z and
λi = (z
−i; 0) for i < 0, λi = (0;−z
−i) for i > 0 and λ0 = (1;−1). We can compute easily
exp
(∑
i
(
e~∂ − e−~∂
∂
)
ri ⊗ λi
)
(z, w) =
(
e~z − w
z − e~w
;
e~z − w
z − e~w
)
.
2.4.3. g = 1, ω = dz. Assume Σ = C/Γ,where Γ = Z+τZ for a fixed complex number τ,ℑτ > 0.
We choose a coordinate z on Σ and ω = dz. In our case K is the completed local field C((z))
at z = 0 and R = C[[z]]. It is clear that R is a maximal subring in K isotropic with respect to
〈f, g〉K = resz=0(fgdz).
Let θ be the theta-function, defined to be holomorphic in C with only zeros at the points of
the lattice Γ, such that 1 θ(z + 1) = −θ(z), θ(z + τ) = −eiπ(2z+τ)θ(z) and θ′(0) = 1. Define a
complementary subspace Λ(λ), λ ∈ C to R:
Λ(λ) = ⊕k≥0C · ∂
kζ(z)e2 iπℜ(λ)z, λ ∈ Γ, (6)
1We denote i =
√
−1, leaving i for indices.
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Λ(λ) = ⊕k≥0C · ∂
k θ(λ + z)
θ(z)
, λ 6∈ Γ, (7)
where ζ(z) = ddz (log(θ(z))) =
θ′
θ (z).
Remark 2. Λ(0) is a maximal isotropic subspace in K, consisting of all Γ-periodic functions,
holomorphic on C\Γ and such that the
∮
γǫ
f(z)dz = 0, where ǫ > 0 and the closed cycle
γǫ = (i ǫ, 1 + i ǫ).
The Green kernel G(z, w) in this case is ζ(z − w)− ζ(z) + ζ(w) and q(z, w, ~) = θ(z−w+~)θ(z−w−~) .
3. Quantum current algebra associated with an algebraic curve
We define U~(g) as the topologically free C[[~]]-algebra with generators K, h+[r], h−[λ],
x±[ǫ], where r ∈ R, λ ∈ Λ, ǫ ∈ K and relations: each map ϕ 7→ a[ϕ] is linear, K is central, and
if we set h+(z) =
∑
i h
+[ri]λi(z), h
−(z) =
∑
i h
−[λi]ri(z),
K+(z) = e~((T+U)h
+)(z), K−(z) = e~h
−(z), x±(z) =
∑
i
x[ǫi]ǫi(z), (x = e, f),
where U : Λ→ R is defined by U(λ) = 〈τ, id⊗λ〉, then relations are(
e(z)e(w)− q(z, w)e(w)e(z)
)
α(z, w) = 0, (8)(
f(z)f(w)− q(w, z)f(w)f(z)
)
α(w, z) = 0, (9)
K+(z)e(w)K+(z)−1 = q(z, w)e(w), K−(z)e(w)K−(z)−1 = q(w, e−~K∂z)e(w),
(10)
K+(z)f(w)K+(z)−1 = q(z, w)−1f(w), K−(z)f(w)K−(z)−1 = q(w, z)−1f(w)
(11)
(K+(z),K+(w)) = 1 (12)
(K+(z),K−(w)) = q(z, w)q(z, e−~K∂w)−1, (13)
(K−(z),K−(w)) = q(e−~K∂z, e−~K∂w)q(z, w)−1, (14)
[e(z), f(w)] =
1
~
(
δ(z, w)K+(z)− δ(z, e−~K∂w)K−(w)−1
)
. (15)
Here q(z, w) is as above, and α(z, w) runs over all elements of C[[z, w]][z−1, w−1][[~]] such that
α(e~∂w,w) = 0.
For the function
q(z, w) =
z − w + ~
z − w − ~
(16)
this algebra was considered in [Kh] and it coincides with a centrally extended Yangian double
associated to sl2. For the function
q(z, w) =
θ(z − w + ~)
θ(z − w − ~)
(17)
this algebra was considered in [EF] and after proper factorization of the currents e(z) and f(z)
was identified in this paper with the elliptic quantum group constructed in [F].
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4. Basic representations of U~(g)
In this section, we assume that card(Sω) = 1. Let us fix a local coordinate z on Σ, so that
K = C((‡)). We define α0 = d log z/ω(z) ∈ K. We define K˜ := K ⊕ C log ‡. We then define
∂ : K˜ → K as the extension of ∂, taking log z to α0. We also define (∂
−1) : K → K˜ as the
unique linear map, taking f ∈ K such that 〈f, 1〉 = 0 to the element g ∈ K such that ∂(g) = f
and 〈g, α0〉 = 0, and taking α0 to log z. Then ∂ ◦ (∂
−1) = idK and (id−(∂
−1) ◦ ∂)(f) = 〈f, α0〉1
for f ∈ K.
Let us define a Heisenberg algebra H as the topologically free C[[~]]-algebra with generators
A[ǫ], c (ǫ ∈ K) and relations: ǫ 7→ A[ǫ] is linear,
[A[r], A[r′]] = 0, [A[r], A[λ]] = ~−1〈(1− e−~∂)(r), λ〉,
[A[λ], A[λ′]] = ~−1
〈
(e−~∂ ⊗ e−~∂ − 1)
(∑
i
(T + U)(λi)⊗ r
i
)
, λ⊗ λ′
〉
;
[c, A[r]] =
〈
e−~∂ − 1
~∂
(r), α0
〉
, [c, A[λ]] =
〈
e−~∂ − 1
~∂
(T + U)((e~∂λ)Λ), α0
〉
(r, r′ ∈ R, λ, λ′ ∈ Λ); here T = (e~∂−e−~∂)/(~∂). Note that (e−~∂⊗e−~∂−1)(
∑
i(T +U)(λi)⊗
ri) ∈ ∧2(R)[[~]].
The subalgebra of H generated by the A[ǫ] identifies with the Cartan currents subalgebra of
U~(g) generated by the h
+[r], h−[λ], where K = 1.
Let us set AR(z) =
∑
iA[r
i](T + U)(λi)(z), AΛ(z) =
∑
iA[λi]r
i(z).
We then set
aΛ(z) :=
~∂
1− q−∂
(∂−1)(AΛ(z)), aR(z) :=
~∂
q∂ − 1
(∂−1)(AR(z)).
We set
a(z) := q∂aR(z) + c+ aΛ(z), b(z) := aR(z) + c+ aΛ(z).
Note that a(z)− b(z) = ~AR(z), a(z)− b(q∂z) = −~AΛ(q∂z).
If f(z) = f¯ log(z) +
∑
n∈Z fiz
i, we set f+(z) =
∑
i≥0 fiz
i and f−(z) = f¯ log z +
∑
i<0 fiz
i.
We then split a(z) = a+(z) + a−(z), b(z) = b+(z) + b−(z).
We define special functions v(z), v′(z), uR(z) and uΛ(z) as follows.
We first set j(z, w) := z−q
∂w
q−∂z−w
. We have j(z, w) ∈ C[[z, w]][z−1, w−1][[~]], j = 1 +O(~).
We then set φ(z, w) :=
(
1
2 log(j
21)+++
1
2 log(j
21)−−
)
(z, w), then φ(z, w) ∈ ~C[[z, w]][z−1, w−1][[~]].
There is a unique map R⊗2 → K, a(z)b(w) 7→ a−(z)b+(z), which we denote by f(z, w) 7→
f(z, w)−+|w=z. We then set α(z) = φ(z, z) and β(w) = φ(q
−∂w,w)+
(
(q−∂⊗q−∂−1) log q(z, w)
)
−+|w=z
.
Recall that ~K[[~]] = ~R[[~]] ⊕ (T + U)(~Λ[[~]]). If ρ ∈ ~K[[~]], we denote by ρ = ρR + ρΛ
the corresponding decomposition.
We then set
uR(z) := e
αR(z), uΛ(z) := e
−βΛ(w).
We define r0(z) ∈ K by ω(z) = r0(z)dz and set
v(z) := (z − q∂z)/~, v′(z) := r0(z)e
−αΛ(z)−βR(z).
Theorem 4.1. The functional relations defining U~(g) are satisfied by the substitutions
K 7→ 1, K+(z) 7→ uR(z)e
~AR(z), K−(z) 7→ uΛ(z)e
~AΛ(z),
e(z) 7→ E(z) := v(z) exp(a−(z)) exp(a+(z))
f(z) 7→ F (z) := v′(z) exp(−b−(z)) exp(−b+(z)).
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These formulas induce a functor {topological H-modules such that A[1] is diagonalizable with
eigenvalues in Z} → {level 1 modules over U~(g)}. Here topological means that for any v ∈ V ,
〈AR(z), z
n〉v tends ~-adically to 0 when n→ +∞.
Proof. The images of K±(z) have the same functional properties as K±(z), hence the
morphism is well-defined.
The relations between AR,Λ(z), AR,Λ(w) are such that the relations between Cartan currents
are preserved. One checks that
~[AR(z), a(w)] = log q(z, w), ~[AΛ(z), a(w)] = log q(w, q
−∂z),
~[AR(z), b(w)] = log q(z, w), ~[AΛ(z), b(w)] = log q(w, z),
(recall that log q(z, w) =
∑
i ~(T +U)(λi)(z)r
i(w)), therefore the relations between the Cartan
currents and the currents e(w), f(w) are preserved.
These relations imply the relations
[a(z), a(w)] = log q(z, w) + (1 + q−∂z ) log
w − z
z − w
, (18)
[b(z), b(w)] = − log q(z, w) + (1 + q∂z ) log
w − z
z − w
, (19)
[a(z), b(w)] = (1 + q∂z ) log
w − z
z − w
. (20)
Here log(w − z)/(z − w) = log(w) − log(z)−
∑
n6=0(z/w)
n/n.
Let us prove (18). We have
∂z [a(z), a(w)] =
~∂z
1− q−∂z
[AR(z) +AΛ(z), a(w)] =
∂z
1− q−∂z
(
log q(z, w) + log q(w, q−∂z)
)
=
∂z
1− q−∂z
(
log q(z, w)− log q(q−∂z, w)
)
+
∂z
1− q−∂z
(
log q(q−∂z, w) + log q(w, q−∂z)
)
.
Now
log q(q−∂z, w) + log q(w, q−∂z) = log
q−∂z − q∂w
z − w
+ log
w − z
q∂w − q−∂z
= (1− q−2∂z ) log
w − z
z − w
,
so
∂z [a(z), a(w)] = ∂z
(
log q(z, w) + (1 + q−∂z ) log
w − z
z − w
)
,
therefore the difference of both sides of (18) has the form f(z). Since this difference is also
antisymmetric in z, w, it is zero.
Then (19) follows from the addition of (18) with the formula expressing [~A+(z), b(w)]. The
derivation of (20) is similar.
Let us now show that relation (8) is preserved. We have
E(z)E(w) = exp(α(z, w)) : E(z)E(w) :,
where : E(z)E(w) : := v(z)v(w) exp(a+(z)+a+(w)) exp(a−(z)+a−(w)) and α(z, w) := [a+(z), a−(w)]+
1
2 [a+(z), a+(w)] +
1
2 [a−(z), a−(w)].
Recall that we defined j(z, w) := z−q
∂w
q−∂z−w , i(z, w) := q(z, w)(q
∂z − w)/(z − q∂w). Then
[a(z), a(w)] = log(i(z, w)) + log
z − q∂w
q∂z − w
+ log
w − z
z − w
+ log
w − q−∂z
q−∂z − w
.
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Therefore
[a+(z), a+(w)] = log(i)++(z, w)− (log(q
∂z − w))++ − (log(q
−∂z − w))++
= log(i)++(z, w)−
(
log
q∂z − w
z − q−∂w
)
++
−
(
log
q−∂z − w
q∂z − w
)
++
= log(i)++(z, w) + log(j/j
21)++(z, w),
[a−(z), a−(w)] = log(i)−−(z, w) + (log(z − q
∂w))−− + (log(w − q
−∂z))−−
= log(i)−−(z, w) +
(
log
z − q∂w
q−∂z − w
)
−−
+
(
log
w − q−∂z
q∂w − z
)
−−
= log(i)−−(z, w),
[a+(z), a−(w)] = log(i)+−(z, w) + log(w − z) + (log(w − z
−∂z))+−
= log(i)+−(z, w)− (log(w − q
−∂z))−− + log(w − z) + log(w − z
−∂z)
= log(i)+−(z, w)−
(
log
w − q−∂z
q∂w − z
)
−−
+ log(w − z) + log(w − z−∂z)
= log(i)+−(z, w) + log(j)−−(z, w) + log(w − z)(w − q
−∂z).
Here we decompose an element β of (a completion of) K˜⊗2 as
∑
ǫ,ǫ′=+,− βǫ,ǫ′ according to the
decomposition of K.
Finally,
α(z, w) =
(
log(i)+− +
1
2
log(i)++ +
1
2
log(i)−− + log(j)−− +
1
2
log(j/j21)
)
(z, w) + log(w − z)(w − q−∂z)
= γ(z, w) + log(w − z)(w − q−∂z),
where γ(z, w) ∈ ~C[[z, w]][z−1, w−1][[~]]. One checks that exp(γ(z, w)−γ(w, z)) = i(z, w)j(z, w)/j(w, z):
this follows from the fact that log(j/j21)+− = 0, because
log(j/j21)(z, w) = log(z − q∂w)(z − q−∂w) − log(q−∂z − w)(q∂z − w).
Now we have
(w − q∂z)E(z)E(w) = eγ(z,w)(w − q∂z)(w − z)(w − q−∂z) : E(z)E(w) :
= i(z, w)(q∂w − z)eγ(w,z)(w − z)(q−∂w − z) : E(z)E(w) := i(z, w)(q∂w − z)E(w)E(z)
(using the fact that : E(z)E(w) :=: E(w)E(z) :), so relation (8) is preserved.
One proves similarly that relation (9) is preserved.
Let us now show that (15) is preserved. We have E(z)F (w) = exp(λ(z, w)) : E(z)F (w) :,
where : E(z)F (w) := v(z)v′(w) exp(a−(z)−b−(w)) exp(a+(z)−b+(w)) and λ(z, w) = −[a+(z), b−(w)]−
1
2 [a+(z), b+(w)]−
1
2 [a−(z), b−(w)], and F (w)E(z) = exp(µ(z, w)) : E(z)F (w) :, where µ(z, w) =
−[b+(w), a−(z)]−
1
2 [b+(w), a+(z)]−
1
2 [b−(w), a−(z)]. So
[E(z), F (w)] = (exp(λ(z, w)) − exp(µ(z, w))) : E(z)F (w) : .
Now
[a(z), b(w)] = log(w − z) + log(w − q∂z)− log(z − w) − log(q∂z − w),
Calculating as above, we find
[a+(z), b+(w)] = − log(j
21)++(z, w),
[a+(z), b−(w)] = log(w − z)(w − q
∂z)− log(j21)−−(z, w)
[a−(z), b+(w)] = − log(z − w)(q
∂z − w) + log(j21)++(z, w),
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[a−(z), b−(w)] = log(j
21)−−(z, w).
Therefore
λ(z, w) =
(1
2
log(j21)++ +
1
2
log(j21)−−
)
(z, w)− log(w − z)(w − q∂z)
and
µ(z, w) =
(1
2
log(j21)++ +
1
2
log(j21)−−
)
(z, w)− log(z − w)(q∂z − w).
Recall that φ(z, w) =
(
1
2 log(j
21)++ +
1
2 log(j
21)−−
)
(z, w). Then
[E(z), F (w)] = eφ(z,w)
(
1
(w − z)(w − q∂z)
−
1
(z − w)(q∂z − w)
)
: E(z)F (w) :
=
eφ(z,w)
z − q∂z
(
δ(w − z)− δ(w − q∂z)
)
: E(z)F (w) :
=
r0(w)
(z − q∂z)/~
1
~
(
eφ(z,z)δ(z, w) : E(z)F (z) : −eφ(q
−∂w,w)δ(q∂z, w) : E(q−∂w)F (w) :
)
.
Here δ(z − w) = 1/(z − w) + 1/(w − z). We have δ(z, w) = δ(z − w)/r0(w) (recall that
ω(z) = r0(z)dz).
Now
: E(z)F (z) := v(z)v′(z)e(a−b)−(z)e(a−b)+(z) = v(z)v′(z)e~(AR)−(z)e~(AR)+(z)
= v(z)v′(z)e
1
2
[~(AR)−(z),~(AR)+(z)]uR(z)
−1K+(z).
Now [AR(z), AR(w)] = 0, hence [(AR)+(z), (AR)−(w)] = 0, which implies : E(z)F (z) :=
v(z)v′(z)K+(z).
On the other hand,
: E(q−∂w)F (w) := v(q−∂w)v′(w)e(q
−∂a−b)−(w)e(q
−∂a−b)+(w) = v(q−∂w)v′(w)e−~(AΛ)−(w)e−~(AΛ)+(w)
= v(q−∂w)v′(w)e
1
2
[~(AΛ)−(w),~(AΛ)+(w)]uΛ(w)K−(w)
−1.
Now [~AΛ(z), ~AΛ(w)] = (q−∂ ⊗ q−∂ − 1) log q(z, w) ∈ ~2 ∧2 (R)[[~]]. Then we get
: E(q−∂z)F (z) := v(q−∂z)v′(z)e((q
−∂⊗q−∂−1) log q(z,w))−+|w=zuΛ(z)K−(z)
−1,
with
(
(q−∂ ⊗ q−∂ − 1) log q(z, w)
)
−+|w=z
∈ ~2K[[~]].
Finally,
[E(z), F (w)] = v(z)v′(w)
r0(w)
(z − q∂z)/~
×
1
~
(
δ(z, w)eφ(z,z)uR(z)
−1K+(z)− δ(z, q−∂w)eφ(q
−∂w,w)e((q
−∂⊗q−∂−1) log q(w,z))−+|z=wuΛ(w)K−(w)
−1
)
.
Recall that α(z) = φ(z, z) and β(w) = φ(q−∂w,w) +
(
(q−∂ ⊗ q−∂ − 1) log q(w, z)
)
−+|z=w
.
Then [
(z − q∂z)/~
v(z)
E(z), e−αΛ(w)−βR(w)
r0(w)
v′(w)
F (w)
]
=
=
1
~
(
δ(z, w)eαR(z)uR(z)
−1K+(z)− δ(z, q−∂w)eβΛ(w)uΛ(w)K−(w)
−1
)
.
Now since v(z) = (z − q∂z)/~, v′(w) = r0(w)e−αΛ(w)−βR(w), uR(z) = eαR(z) and uΛ(w) =
e−βΛ(w), relation (15) is preserved. 
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5. Double of elliptic quantum group Eτ,η(sl2) versus elliptic algebra Uq,p(ŝl2)
It was shown in [EF] that the algebra given by the commutation relations (8) to (15) with
the function q(z, w) = θ(z−w+~)θ(z−w−~) given in Subsubsection 2.4.3 is isomorphic to the centrally
extended double of the elliptic quantum group Eτ,η(sl2). This isomorphism is an analogue of
the Ding-Frenkel isomorphism [DF]. The basic representations considered here provide level
one representations of this central extended double of the elliptic quantum group.
Let us write a basis in K in the case of the data given in Subsubsection 2.4.3. For λ 6= 0 it
is
i · · · -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 · · ·
ǫi;λ(z) · · · z2 z1 z0 θ(z+λ)θ(z)θ(λ)
1
1!
(
θ(z+λ)
θ(z)θ(λ)
)′
1
2!
(
θ(z+λ)
θ(z)θ(λ)
)′′
· · ·
ǫi;λ(w) · · ·
1
2!
(
θ(λ+w)
θ(w)θ(λ)
)′′
−1
1!
(
θ(λ+w)
θ(w)θ(λ)
)′
θ(λ+w)
θ(w)θ(λ) (−w)
0 (−w)1 (−w)2 · · ·
and for λ = 0
i · · · -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 · · ·
ǫi;0(z) · · · z2 z1 z0 (ln θ(z))′ 11! (ln θ(z))
′′ 1
2! (ln θ(z))
′′′ · · ·
ǫi;0(w) · · ·
1
2! (ln θ(w))
′′′ −1
1! (ln θ(w))
′′
(ln θ(w))′ (−w)0 (−w)1 (−w)2 · · ·
The total currents e(z) and f(z) can be decomposed into modes with respect to the basis
given in the first table, namely
e(z) =
∑
i∈Z
e[i;λ]ǫi;λ(z) , f(z) =
∑
i∈Z
f [i;λ]ǫi;λ(z) (21)
Using a duality of the bases in K:
∮
dw ǫi;λ(w) ǫj;λ(w) = δi,j , we can write the modes as the
contour integrals
e[i, λ] =
∮
C+
0
dw e(w) ǫi;λ(w) , f [i, λ] =
∮
C+
0
dw f(w) ǫi;λ(w) (22)
where C+0 is a contour encircling 0 counterclockwise. Define half currents as the sums
e∓λ (z) = ∓
∑
i≥0
i<0
e[i;∓λ]ǫi;λ(z) , f∓µ (z) = ∓
∑
i≥0
i<0
f [i;∓µ]ǫi;µ(z) (23)
we may easily deduce that they can be written in the integral forms
e−λ (z) =
∮
C−0
θ(u − z − λ)
θ(u− z)θ(−λ)
e(u) du , e+λ (z) =
∮
C+0,z
θ(u− z − λ)
θ(u − z)θ(−λ)
e(u) du
(24)
and
f−−λ(z) =
∮
C−
0
θ(u − z + λ)
θ(u − z)θ(λ)
f(u) du , f+−λ(z) =
∮
C+
0,z
θ(u − z + λ)
θ(u− z)θ(λ)
f(u) du
(25)
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with C+0,z a contour encircling the points 0 and z counterclockwise and C
−
0 a contour encircling
0 clockwise. In order to obtain positive and negative half-currents (24) and (25) we used the
Taylor expansion of the kernel θ(z−w+λ)θ(z−w)θ(λ) in powers of z and w respectively. Note that the
expansion in powers of z is defined in the domain z ≪ w and in the domain w ≪ z with respect
to powers of w. This explains the difference between the contours of integrations in (24) and
(25). The same reason is behind the appearance of the δ-function in the sum∑
i≥0
ǫi,λ(z) ǫi,λ(w) +
∑
i<0
ǫi,−λ(z) ǫi,−λ(w) =
θ(z − w + λ)
θ(z − w)θ(λ)
+
θ(w − z − λ)
θ(w − z)θ(λ)
= δ(z − w)
(26)
Besides the Taylor expansion, the kernel θ(z−w+λ)θ(z−w)θ(λ) has the following Fourier mode expansion
2
θ(z + λ)
θ(z)θ(λ)
=
∑
n∈Z
e2π i z(λ+n)/τ
e2π i(λ+n)/τ − 1
=
∑
n∈Z
e2π iλ(z+n)/τ
e2π i(z+n)/τ − 1
(27)
which is valid for 0 < ℑ(z/τ) < ℑ(1/τ) and 0 < ℑ(λ/τ) < ℑ(1/τ). Formula (27) leads to the
temptation to write instead of (23) half-currents in the form
e±λ (z) =
∑
n∈Z
e[n]
e2π i z(n+λ)/τ
1− e±2π i(n+λ)/τ
, f±µ (z) =
∑
n∈Z
f [n]
e2π i z(n+µ)/τ
1− e±2π i(n+µ)/τ
(28)
where e[n] are f [n] are λ-independent modes of the total currents
e(z) =
∑
n∈Z
e[n] e2π i zn/τ , f(z) =
∑
n∈Z
f [n] e2π i zn/τ
such that
e(z) = (e+λ (z) + e
−
λ (z)) e
−2π i zλ/τ , f(z) = (f+µ (z) + f
−
µ (z)) e
−2π i zµ/τ
The definition of the currents of type (28) was used in the paper [JKOS] to build the elliptic
algebra Uq,p(ŝl2). The resulting algebra of half-currents appears to be completely different from
the algebra investigated in [EF]. In particular, it acquires a dynamical behaviour not only with
respect to the parameter λ, but also with respect to the elliptic parameter τ . Moreover, because
of the formal relation between positive and negative half-currents of the form e+λ (u+1) = −e
−
λ (u)
only one L-operator, say L+λ (u), is sufficient to describe the whole algebra. All these phenomena
were described in detail in the paper [KLP98] in the example of the scaling limit of the elliptic
algebra. A classical version of this scaled elliptic algebra was investigated in the paper [KLPST]
where, in particular, it was proved that on the classical level, the central extension of the
classical currents should be done by the cocycle which is defined by a differentiation with
respect to moduli of the elliptic curve. The decomposition into Fourier modes becomes in the
scaling limit the decomposition into continuous Fourier modes and the summations on n ∈ Z
become integrals along the real axis. The dynamical behaviour with respect to the parameter
λ disappears in the scaling limit. The resulting algebra is a current algebra on the infinite
cylinder and it was used in the papers [KLP98, LeKP] to explain the dynamical symmetries of
the Sine-Gordon model.
This situation, when different decompositions of the total currents lead to different algebras
for half-currents, was investigated also in the paper [KLP99] in the case of the centrally extended
Yangian double. Elliptic algebras considered in the papers [EF] and [JKOS] are in fact elliptic
generalizations of two constructions of the centrally extended Yangian double given in [KLP99].
2An analogous formula exists for the elliptic current algebra associated with Baxter’s 8-vertex R-matrix, see
[KLPST].
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6. Conclusion
To conclude we would like to mention that the existence of the level zero representations in
both elliptic algebras formulated in the papers [EF] and [JKOS] is based on the Fay identity
θ(a+ c) θ(b + d)θ(a− c) θ(b − d) = θ(a+ b) θ(c+ d)θ(a− b) θ(c− d)
− θ(a+ d) θ(c+ b)θ(a− d) θ(c− b)
which can be written in the form [JKOS]
θ(u1 + t)
θ(u1)
ηs,t(u2) =
θ(u1 − u2 + t)
θ(u1 − u2)
ηs+t,t(u2) + ηs,t(u2 − u1)ηs+t,t(u1)
where
ηs,t(u) =
θ(u + s)θ(t)
θ(u)θ(s)
The Fay identity can be written for higher genus algebraic curve and it is interesting to apply
this identity for investigation of higher genus current algebras. It is clear that formulas like (27)
does not exist in higher genus, so the decompositions of total currents which lead to dynamical
shifts in modules of the curve are impossible. But “non-symmetric” decompositions of the type
(23) are always possible. It is interesting to combine the Fay identity and these decompositions
to investigate some current algebras associated with higher genus algebraic curves. The work
in this direction is in progress.
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